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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
You may have noticed our 50 state recycling tracker hasn't been updated lately.
We're in the process of a comprehensive refresh to make it more timely and
concise. We're excited to relaunch in the coming weeks — until then, we'd still
appreciate any links, tips and thoughts on how recycling is changing (for better
or worse) in your area.
Despite ongoing stories that boil recycling down to being beyond repair or not
worth people's time (NPR's Planet Money being the latest to take a problematic
swing at that narrative), we know it's more complex. Recycling has plenty of
systemic challenges, which we've reported in the two years since China's big
announcement — but also many compelling reasons to keep working at
solutions.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=aa155c77dd&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1639333699831875474&simpl=msg-f%3A1639333699831875474
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We've been hearing concerns from many readers recently about the national
dialogue. As always, we invite you to send opinion pieces or ideas for stories
about aspects you feel are missing from that conversation.
Cole Rosengren
Senior Editor, Waste Dive
Twitter | Email

New Hampshire passes recycling study bill amid
market challenges
Legislators were moved to act after seeing local communities suspend
programs or undergo price increases. Gov. Chris Sununu has yet to give final
approval.

UPDATED

ISRI members get preliminary injunction from California
reporting law
An upcoming law requiring new recycling and composting data has been
challenged by scrap recyclers over various concerns, including the
classification of material as "solid waste."

Connecticut bag ban spurs contentious food waste debate
One of the year's more mildly worded state bag bans was prefaced by heated
discussion around whether compostable products should be exempt.
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Recycling to resume in Florida county after 6-month
suspension
The new agreement, which comes after the Emerald Coast Utilities Authority
terminated a prior contract, will cost Santa Rosa County an estimated $321,000
annually.

Read more news

WHAT WE'RE READING
RESOURCE RECYCLING NEWS

Recycling firm plunges into papermaking with $320M mill

HOUSTON CHRONICLE

More recycled plastic needed to meet Walmart, Ikea, others'
goals, report finds

SANTA CRUZ SENTINEL

Santa Cruz County eyes sweeping plastic prohibitions

KRWG

New Mexico's Hub and Spoke Recycling Wheel

CHEMICAL & ENGINEERING NEWS
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It's time to get serious about recycling lithium-ion batteries

MAKING IT

Moving away from a waste-based model
Suggest a story we should read
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Recycling

Landfill

Labor

Share Waste Dive: Recycling with others and get rewarded.
You've referred 0 readers.

To become an official Dive Insider, just successfully refer 10 contacts to
Waste Dive: Recycling. Here's your link to share: https://www.wastedive.
com/signup/insiders/?signup_referred_by=53cd6b31dd52b8c27c0005
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MORE THAN A NEWSLETTER
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Smart Cities Dive | Utility Dive

Connect With Us
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Advertising
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About Waste Dive: Recycling
Our mission is to provide busy execs like you with an overview of the Waste
industry in 60 seconds. Waste Dive: Recycling is a product of Industry Dive.
View other Industry Dive publications.

Sign up for the newsletter

This email is optimized for display on mobile phones. Waste Dive: Recycling is a product of
Industry Dive, Inc.. 1575 Eye St NW, 4th Floor, Washington, DC 20005. We value your privacy.
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sent to nswaindia@gmail.com. You can unsubscribe anytime. See our full privacy policy.
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